Abstract Location problems occurring in urban or regional settings may involve many tens of thousands of "demand points," usually individual private residences. In modeling such problems it is common to aggregate demand points to obtain tractable models. We survey aggregation approaches to a large class of location models, consider and compare various aggregation error measures, identify some effective (and ineffective) aggregation error measures, and discuss some open research areas.
Introduction
Many location problems involve locating services (called servers) with respect to customers of some sort (called demand points, and abbreviated as DPs). Usually there is travel between servers and DPs, so that travel distance, or (more generally) travel cost, is of interest. Location models represent this travel cost, and solutions to the models provide locations of the servers of (nearly) minimal cost. For books on location models and modeling, see Daskin (1995) , Drezner (1995a) , Drezner and Hamacher (2002) , , Handler and Mirchandani (1979) , Love et al. (1988) , Mirchandani and Francis (1990) , and Nickel and Puerto (2005) .
A common difficulty with modeling location problems that occur in urban or regional areas is that the number of DPs may be quite large, since each private residence might be a DP. In this case it may be impossible, and also unnecessary, to include every DP in the corresponding model. Further, the models may be NP-hard to optimize (Kariv and Hakimi 1979) . For problems as diverse as ones including the location of branch banks (Chelst et al. 1988) , tax offices (Domich et al. 1991) , network traffic flow (Sheffi 1985) , and vehicle exhaust emission inspection stations (Francis and Lowe 1992) a popular aggregation approach is used: to suppose every DP in each postal code area or zone of the larger urban area is at the centroid of the postal code area or zone, and to compute distances accordingly. The result is a smaller model to deal with, but one with an intrinsic error. If the modeler wishes to aggregate to have both a small number of aggregate demand points (abbreviated as ADPs), and also a small error, then how to aggregate becomes a nontrivial matter.
For earlier reviews of aggregation for location models, see Francis et al. (1999) and Francis et al. (2002b) . For a general review of aggregation and disaggregation in optimization, see Rogers et al. (1991) . For Ph. D. dissertations on DP aggregation, see Rayco (1996) , Zhao (1996) , and Emir-Farinas (2002) . For an overview of location theory research see Hale and Moberg (2003) . The literature on DP aggregation has been growing more rapidly in recent years. Of the DP aggregation journal publications we reference, about 65% have appeared after 1995.
It is important to note that DP data is becoming widely available (although at some cost). For example, a well-known CD-ROM telephone book for the USA includes the latitude and longitude for every street address having a street number. Latitudes and longitudes are found using the Geographic Information System capability called address matching.
It is tempting to ask the following question: How many ADPs are enough? There are no general answers to this question. This is because there are important tradeoffs in doing aggregation. Aggregation often decreases: (1) data collection cost, (2) modeling cost, (3) computing cost, (4) confidentiality concerns and (5) data statistical uncertainty. The first four items seem self-explanatory; item (5) occurs because aggregation leads to pooled data, which provides larger samples and thus smaller sample standard deviations. The price paid for aggregation is the increase in model error: instead of working with the actual location model we work with some approximating location model. How to trade off the benefits and costs of aggregation is still an open question. The question is open in part because there is no general agreement on how to measure error, and also because there is no accepted way to attach a cost to model aggregation error. As best we know, professional judgment is generally used to do the tradeoffs.
One can categorize location models as strategic, tactical, or operational in scope. As pointed out by Bender et al. (2001) , planar distances are often used for strategic-level location models, and network distances for tactical-level location models. Such models are often converted to equivalent mixed integer programming (MIP) models for solution purposes, using some finite dominating set principle to reduce the set of possible locations of interest to a finite set (Hooker et al. 1991) . Thus results to follow for these planar and network models also apply to their MIP representations, including those for the covering, p-center, and p-median location models. Operational-level location models are not too common (mobile servers are one example), but for such models no aggregation may be best. Note that the scope of the location model may well indicate the degree of aggregation; a more detailed scope requires a more detailed aggregation.
Consider now some terminology and several aggregation examples. We suppose that servers and DPs are either all points in the plane, or on some travel network. In either case, there is some well-defined set, say S, and a distance d (x, y) between any two points x, y in S. If S is a travel network (assumed undirected) then d (x, y) is usually the length of a shortest path between x and y. For planar problems when S = R 2 , with x = (χ 1 , χ 2 ), y = (ψ 1 , ψ 2 ), d (x, y) is often the p-distance, x − y p = [|χ 1 − ψ 1 | p + |χ 2 − ψ 2 | p ] 1/p , with p ≥ 1. Taking p = 1 or 2 gives the well-known rectilinear or Euclidean distance, respectively. The limiting case of the p-distance as p goes to infinity, denoted by x − y ∞ , x − y ∞ = max{|χ 1 − ψ 1 |, |χ 2 − ψ 2 |}, is called the Tchebyshev distance. The Tchebyshev distance in R 2 is sometimes analytically convenient because it is known ) to be equivalent to the planar rectilinear distance under a 45-degree rotation of the axes. We define the diameter of S by diam(S) = sup{d(x, y) : x, y ∈ S}, with the understanding that possibly diam(S) = +∞. More generally, S can be a metric space (Goldberg 1976 ) with metric d, but no loss of insight occurs by considering the network and planar cases for S.
Suppose we have n DPs, a j ∈ S, j = 1, . . . , n. Denote the list (or vector) of DPs by A = (a 1 , . . . , a n ). When we aggregate, we replace each DP a j by some ADP a j in S, obtaining an ADP list A = (a 1 , . . . , a n ). While the DPs are usually distinct, the ADPs are not, since otherwise there is no computational advantage to the aggregation. When we wish to model m distinct ADPs, we let Á (upper case Alpha) denote the set of m distinct ADPs, say Á = {ά 1 , . . . ,ά m }. We use the former (latter) ADP notation when the correspondence between DPs and ADPs is (is not) of interest. Usually we have m n.
For any positive integer p, let X = {x k : k = 1, . . . , p} denote any p-server, the set of locations of the p servers, X ⊂ S. (This symbol p is a different symbol from the one defining the p-distance.
) Denote the location model with the given original DPs by f (X : A), and the one with the aggregate DPs by f (X : A ). (The notation f (X : A) and f (X : A ) captures a key idea that an aggregation is a replacement of A by A , with the entries of A not all distinct.)
For the large class of location models with similar or indistinguishable servers, with only the closest one to each DP assumed to serve the DP, for any p-server X ⊂ S and DP a ∈ S we denote by D(X, a) ≡ min{d(x k , a) : k = 1, . . . , p} the distance between a and a closest element in X.
Then define closest-distance vectors D(X, A) ≡ (D(X, a j )), D(X, A ) ≡ (D(X, a j )) ∈ R n
+ . Suppose g is some "costing" function with domain R n + attaching a cost to A ) ), respectively. Important and perhaps best-known instances of g are the p-median and p-center costing functions, g(U ) = w 1 u 1 + · · · + w n u n , and g(U ) = max{w 1 u 1 , . . . , w n u n } respectively; the w j are positive constants, often called "weights", and may be proportional to the number of trips between servers and DPs. Thus f (X : A) is either the p-median model, w 1 D(X, a 1 ) + · · · + w n D(X, a n ), or the p-center model, max{w 1 D(X, a 1 ), . . . , w n D(X, a n )}. These models originate with Hakimi (1965) (each is called unweighted if all w j = 1). They are perhaps the two best-known models in location theory. Subsequently, we refer to the p-center, p-median, and covering location model as PCM, PMM, and CLM, respectively. These models are NP-hard to minimize (Kariv and Hakimi 1979; Megiddo and Supowit 1984) .
D(X, A) and D(X, A ). This gives original and approximating location models f (X : A) ≡ g(D(X, A)) and f (X : A ) ≡ g(D(X,
Consider several aggregation examples which serve to illustrate our notation and basic aggregation ideas. Let N = {1, . . . , n} denote the set of all DP indices. We suppose, for example, that the DPs will be aggregated into two postal code area centroids. Let N i denote the subset of indices of the DPs in postal area i = 1, 2. Letά i denote the centroid of postal area i = 1, 2. Clearly then, the N i form a partition of N . To aggregate the DPs in the postal code areas into the centroids we replace byά i each a j with j ∈ N i , for i = 1, 2. Thus a j =ά i for j ∈ N i and i = 1, 2. Hence A is now the n-vector of ADPs, and Á = {ά 1 ,ά 2 } is the ADP set.
Example aggregation (PMM) f (X : A) = {w j D(X, a j )
: j ∈ N }. Let ω 1 = {w j : j ∈ N 1 }, ω 2 = {w j : j ∈ N 2 }. We then have f (X : A ) = {w j D(X, a j ) : j ∈ N } = {w j D(X,ά 1 ) : j ∈ N 1 } + {w j D(X,ά 2 ) : j ∈ N 2 } = ω 1 D(X,ά 1 ) + ω 2 D(X,ά 2 ). This example illustrates how aggregation error can occur. If only p-servers are of interest (with p ≥ 2), then taking X to be {ά 1 ,ά 2 } minimizes f (X : A ) with minimal value of 0, giving a useless underestimation of min{f (X : A) : X}.
If there is only one server, X = {x}, and the p-distance is used, then it is known that this 1-median under-approximation can hold for all x. If we let ω = {w j : j ∈ N }, and letά = {(w j /ω)a j : j ∈ N } be the centroid of the DPs, so that f (x : A ) = ω x −ά p , it is known (Francis and White 1974) 
This is an important reason why underestimation can occur for PMM aggregation when few centroid ADPs are used. It is also known that for p distances Plastria (2001) the difference f (x : A) − f (x : A ) goes to zero as x gets farther fromά along an infinite ray with one end point atά. There are good theoretical reasons due to self-canceling error (Plastria 2000 (Plastria , 2001 Francis et al. 2003) for using centroids as ADPs for the PMM, but none that we know of for the PCM and CLM. Indeed, better choices than centroids are available for the latter two models.
Example aggregation (PCM) f (X
are of interest, then taking X to be {ά 1 ,ά 2 } minimizes f (X : A ) with minimal value of 0, giving an underestimate of f (X : A).
Example aggregation (CLM) minimize |X| subject to D(X, a j ) ≤ r j , j ∈ N, X ⊂ S. All but two covering constraints for the aggregated model are redundant. Define ρ 1 = min{r j :
This means it takes at most two servers to solve the aggregated model. CLMs and PCMs are known to be closely related (Kolen and Tamir 1990) . We shall see that aggregation results developed for one model often also apply to the other.
These examples illustrate two equivalent approaches for representing n DPs with an aggregation of m ADPs. Either we have a partition of the DP index set N into m sets N 1 , . . . , N m with one ADP per set, or for each a j there is a replacing ADP a j , with each a j in the set Á of m distinct ADPs. In either case, three aggregation decisions ) must be made: (1) the number of ADPs, (2) the location of ADPs, (3) the replacement rule: for each a j , what is a j ? The (reasonable) replacement rule often used is to replace each DP by a closest ADP. Further, for the aggregation to be computationally useful we require the number of ADPs, m, be less (usually much less) than the number of DPs, n; also it is reasonable to have p m. These authors note that versions of these three aggregation decisions occur in location modeling. Hence results in location theory help in doing DP aggregation, so DP aggregation is a sort of "second-order" location problem to solve prior to solving the original or "first-order" problem.
These three examples may possibly also suggest that as more ADPs are used the aggregation error decreases-ideally, if we could use m = n ADPs, then we need have no DP aggregation error at all. In fact there are classes of location models where the law of diminishing returns applies: aggregation error decreases at a decreasing rate as m increases. Thus a very small value of m may cause a very high aggregation error, while a large value of m might give little less error than an appreciably smaller value of m.
It is the purpose of this paper to survey aggregation approaches to a large class of location models, consider and compare various error measures, identify some effective (and ineffective) aggregation error measures, and discuss some areas where more work is needed to achieve agreement in order to further research in the area.
We now give an overview of our paper. In Sect. 2 we consider various approaches to aggregation error measurement. In Sect. 3 we provide a general literature discussion of DP aggregation. In Sect. 4 we consider several specific aggregation topics in more detail, including limitations and interrelationships of various aggregation error measurements, and present some new results related to measuring location error.
Aggregation error measurements
While there can be other types of error in location models, the one we focus on is demand point aggregation error, which comes by replacing DPs by ADPs. Thus, instead of actual distances we obtain approximating ones. The use of these approximating ADPs creates error. It is thus important for the location modeler who does the aggregation to be aware of the aggregation error being created. The modeler who does DP aggregation intentionally introduces error into the model. The use of ADPs is the cause of the aggregation error, but there are error effects-including inaccurate values of the objective function and of server locations, due to using the approximating distances. It is important to consider both cause and effects in order to get the whole picture. There are a number of ways to measure error effects; further, the magnitude of aggregation effects can depend on model structure-for the same aggregation, some models can have more error than others. What is clear, in any case, is that the way to minimize DP aggregation error is to not aggregate DPs-certainly this is what we recommend when it is feasible. The ideal way to aggregate DP data is not to aggregate it.
If DP data must be aggregated, then we need to consider aggregation error measures. We list and summarize ten such measures in Table 1 . All these error measures have an ideal value of zero. One simple way to measure aggregation error is to consider ADP-DP distances. If these distance values are all zero then ADPs and DPs are identical, so there is no error. Later we establish a relationship between ADP-DP distances and other error measures, including the distance difference error. For the PMM, this distance difference error leads to an error we call DP error. Like the difference error, the DP error can be negative or positive. Still considering the PMM, note that total DP error e(X) in Table 1 satisfies e(X) = f (X : A ) − f (X : A), the difference between the aggregated PMM and the original model. Even though no DP error is zero, total DP error can be zero or nearly zero, since negative errors can cancel out positive errors-this is self-canceling error. Unfortunately self-canceling error only applies to models with an additive cost structure.
Next, consider ABC errors for the PMM, due to Hillsman and Rhoda (1978) . Note that ABC errors are sums of the DP errors which are organized by the ADPs. Suppose we represent an aggregation by a partition of N = {1, . . . , n}, say N 1 , . . . , N m , such that for i = 1, . . . , m, every DP a j with j ∈ N i is aggregated into the ADPά i ; that is, a j =ά i for j ∈ N i . Thus {w j D(X, a j ) : j ∈ N i } is replaced in the aggregate model by {w j D (X,ά i 
In the parlance of Hillsman and Rhoda, the ABC error illustrates their Source A error, which they define actually as ω i D (X,ά i ) .
} is a source of error. The special 
Absolute error, any location model
Error bound eb a number eb with ae(X) ≤ eb for all X Ratio error bounds
Location error some measure, diff(X , X * ), of the "difference" between p-servers X and X * case of Source A error whenά i ∈ X, so that ω i D(X,ά i ) = 0, is their Source B error. If ω i D(X,ά i ) = 0, then it is useless as an estimate of {w j D(X, a j ) : j ∈ N i }. Source C error is a related sort of allocation error involving closest-distance definitions. Suppose x k ∈ X and is closest in X toά i ; we might then assume that every a j ∈ N i will be closest to x k . However, in reality, some a j ∈ N i may be closer to another element of X than x k . In effect, we would allocate some DPs to a wrong server location that is not closest to them. Note
ABC error can be negative or positive, again resulting in possible self-cancellation effects. Hillsman and Rhoda recognize and discuss both total error and error self-cancellation. Now consider any location model f (X : A) with p-server X and its approximation f (X : A ). A difficulty with error measures that can be negative or positive is that a smaller error (e.g., −3000) can be worse than a bigger error (e.g., +3). We can avoid this difficulty by using the (nonnegative) absolute error, ae(X) ≡ |e(X)| = |f (X : A ) − f (X : A)| defined for all X. This measure is familiar from Calculus for measuring how well one function approximates another. Related to ae(X) is the idea of an error bound: a number eb for which ae(X) ≤ eb for all X. An equivalent way to define an error bound, using f and f to denote the functions f (X : A ) and f (X : A) respectively, is based on the maximum absolute error, mae(f , f ), a number which may very well be quite difficult to compute. Any error bound is then an upper bound on the maximum absolute error. Good error bounds may be much easier to compute than the maximum absolute error. Relative error can be defined when f (X : A) is always positive: rel(X) ≡ ae(X)/f (X : A), perhaps converted to percent. Depending on model structure, ae(X) may be large but rel(X) may still be small due to the magnitude of f (X : A). Relative error is not affected by the measurement scale chosen, whereas the preceding error measures are. 
Assuming f (X : A) > 0 and f (X : A ) > 0 for all X ⊂ S, the relative error idea suggests other equivalent ways of expressing the error bound:
If the model f (X : A) is on a national scale, but aggregation is done on a city/town scale (e.g., eb = 10 miles, f (X : A) = 500 miles), we could have relatively small ratios eb/ f (X : A) and eb/f (X : A ), in which case the model ratios would be nearly one and we would have a good aggregation. By contrast, if the model is on a city/town scale and the aggregation is also on a city/town scale, we might have a poor aggregation. We need the aggregation scale to be substantially smaller than the model scale in order to have a good aggregation. This is one reason that aggregation may be of more interest for problems of city/town/regional scope than those of national or international scope. There is another way to view the use of an aggregation error bound. The error bound allows us to draw conclusions about a family of original models, instead of just one. If the actual location model is F (X : A) instead of f (X : A), but the error bound applies to both, that is
then whatever conclusions we draw about the function f using the error bound inequality also apply to the function F . While we lose accuracy when we aggregate, we gain the ability to draw approximate conclusions about a family of original functions. As a general example of the function F , suppose instead of DP set {a j : j ∈ N } we have a different DP set, say {b j : j ∈ N }, defining F , while all other model data is the same as for f (X : A). If each DP b j is aggregated into a j , then each of the functions F and f will be aggregated into the same approximating model, denoted by f . Further, if also d(a j , a j ) = d(b j , a j ) for j ∈ N , then the methods we present later would provide both F and f , and f and f , with the same error bound. The data for F and f differ, but are sufficiently similar that the aggregation does not detect the differences.
Denote (globally) minimizing solutions to any original and approximating location models f (X : A) and f (X : A ) by X * and X respectively. While we usually cannot expect to find X * if we must aggregate DPs, we can still obtain some information about X * if we know an error bound eb and X . Geoffrion (1977) proves that |f (X :
Hence, if 2eb is small relative to f (X : A), we may reasonably accept X as a good substitute for X * . We assume henceforth that we can compute X but not X * . Note that if we wish to use X to approximate X * , then it makes no sense to allow p ≥ m, for then we can place a new facility at every ADP and may achieve a minimal approximating function value of f (X : A ) = 0. Certainly it is desirable to have p m.
Various authors, cited in Sect. 3, have proposed different types of optimality errors which we list in Table 2 . The first error can be computed, and indicates how well the approximating function estimates the original function at X . For large models, the second two errors cannot be computed without knowing X * . They can be computed for smaller models where X * can be found without the need to aggregate, or for larger models if one assumes the algorithm used to solve the original problem provides X * . Unless one can be certain that X * is known, or that some properties of X * are known, the latter two measures do not seem useful. Although it is reasonable to use some measure of the difference between f (X : A ) and f (X : A) to represent aggregation error, doing so results in what may well be called the paradox of aggregation (Francis and Lowe 1992) . Often our principal reason to aggregate is because we cannot afford, computationally, to make many function evaluations of f (X : A). We want to aggregate to make the error small; however, algorithms to do this typically require numerous function evaluations of f (X : A) and thus cannot be used for this purpose. Usually it is practical, however, to compute error measures for at least a few X, and we certainly recommend doing so whenever possible. For example, given we know A and A , we can use a sampling approach to compute a random sample of size K of p-servers, say X 1 , . . . , X K , compute f (X k : A ) and f (X k : A) for each sample element X k , and then compute a sample error estimate of any error measure of interest.
Location error (Casillas 1987; Daskin et al. 1989) involves some comparison of the pserver locations X * and X . There are several difficulties with using this concept. First, if we really knew X * we would not need to do the aggregation. Second, when |X * | ≥ 2, there appears to be no accepted way to define the difference between X * and X . Third (assuming we do know X * ), the function f (X : A), particularly if it is the PMM function, may well be relatively flat in the neighborhood of X * , as pointed out by Erkut and Bozkaya (1999) . This means we could have some X with f (X : A) only a little larger than f (X * : A), but X is "far" from X * . Fourth, X and X * may not be unique global minima. Why are comparisons made of X with X * ? We speculate they are made in part due to unstated subjective evaluation criteria, or known but unstated supplementary evaluation criteria. As another possible example of the use of location error, we might solve the approximating model with three different levels of aggregation (numbers of ADPs), obtaining three corresponding optimal p-servers say X , X and X . In this case, differences between successive pairs of these pservers might be of interest; we might want to know how stable the optimal server locations are as we change the level of aggregation (Murray and Gottsegen 1997) .
Subjective or unstated aggregation error criteria may well be important, but are not welldefined. Thus two analysts can study the same DP aggregation and not agree on whether it is good or not. Further, if a subjective evaluation derives from some visual representation of DPs and ADPs, such an analysis may single out some relatively simple visual error feature that is inappropriate for the actual model structure. For example, a visual analysis could not evaluate the (computationally intense) absolute error for the PMM. Some generally accepted way to measure location error is desirable.
How should we measure the location error diff(X, Y ), the "difference" between any two p-servers X and Y ? The answer is not simple, because the numbering of the elements of X and of Y is arbitrary, and we must find a way to match up corresponding elements. Further, X and Y are not vectors, but sets. We propose the use of a method discussed by Francis and Lowe (1992) . For motivation, consider the case where for each element x k of X there is only one "nearby" element of Y , say y k ∧ . In this case we might use either max{d(
Define an assignment (permutation matrix) to be any 0/1 p × p matrix Z = (z ij ) having a single nonzero entry of one in each row, and a single nonzero entry of one in each column, and let P denote the set of all such p! assignments (permutation matrices). Define the objective function value v(Z) for every assignment Z ∈ P by v(Z) ≡ max{c ij z ij : Z ∈ P }, so that v(Z) is the largest entry in C for which the corresponding entry in Z is one. Define (X, Y ) = min{v(Z) : Z ∈ P }, so that (X, Y ) is the minimal objective function value of the min-max assignment problem with cost matrix C. We propose using (X, Y ) for diff(X, Y ). There are several good reasons for using (X, Y ). One reason is that it has all the properties of a distance (see Goldberg 1976) :
for any p-servers X, Y and Z. Another reason, further explored in Sect. 4, is that it is related to absolute error. (We could also use the optimal value of the conventional min-sum assignment model for diff (X, Y ) . This optimal value also has all the properties of a distance, but we know of no useful relationship between it and absolute error.) We call the distance the min-max distance. Note, for any two
Both min-max and min-sum assignment models are well-studied and are efficiently solvable in low polynomial order for any set of real coefficients (Ahuja et al. 1993 ). In the assignment models we study, the coefficients typically correspond to distances between points in some geometric spaces, e.g., planar Euclidean or rectilinear cases. For these geometric models significantly more efficient algorithms have become available Agarwal and Varadarajan 1999; Efrat et al. 2001 and Varadarajan 1998) .
There are a number of relationships between the error measures of Table 1 . These relationships, some of which may not be obvious, will be a subject of discussion of Sect. 4, where we also give numerical examples of many of the error measures. It also seems worth pointing out that error measures 2 through 7 of Table 1 are local error measures, since they depend on X. By contrast, measures 1, 8 and 9 may be considered global error measures.
There is no general agreement on which aggregation error measure is best. Until the research community agrees on one or more error measures, progress in comparing various aggregation approaches, and in building a cumulative body of knowledge, will necessarily be limited. The lack of agreement on error measures also limits progress in trading off aggregation advantages and disadvantages. Further, because comparisons of various aggregation algorithm results should all be based on the same error measures, there is currently little point in developing for the profession a test data base of DPs to aggregate. For reasons discussed further in Sect. 4, we personally recommend the uses of relative error based on absolute error and/or error bounds, together with ADP-DP distances. The bound in the
A) seems particularly promising. An alternative to using some low computational order approach to aggregate the original demand point set, and then solving the resulting aggregated location model to optimality, is to use some low computational order metaheuristic approach (Pardalos and Resende 2002; Reeves 1993; Resende and de Sousa 2004) to approximately minimize the original, unaggregated location model. The first approach gives bounds on optimality to the original model. The second approach introduces an additional source of error, since a heuristic is used, but may possibly result in a better solution. Given the current state of the art, which approach is best is not known. Indeed, "best" may not even be well-defined, since there is no generally accepted measure of aggregation error.
Literature discussion
We now provide an overview of some of the principal papers dealing with aggregation error, although we discuss some papers in other sections. The review is organized in two main (heuristics) (heuristics) Table 2 1997 Murray and Gottsegen (1997 Table 2 Distance categories, median problems and center/covering problems, but there is some overlap since some authors considered both types of problems. Also, unless it is clear, we indicate whether the study was for planar data (P), data on a network (N), or discrete data (D). Some of these references have been mentioned earlier in the paper but are discussed here for completeness. Refer to Tables 3 and 4 , and Sect. 3.3, for a summary of our findings. The tables also give supplementary information about the papers, including whether the papers are primarily computational (C), or theoretical (T).
Median problems
Most authors agree that Hillsman and Rhoda (1978) proposed the first formal method for classifying and measuring aggregation error for the median problem. As discussed in Sect. 2, they identified three error sources labeled A, B and C. Source A essentially involves the inaccuracy of measuring average distance from a server location to a set of DPs via distance to a single ADP. Source B, a special case of A, occurs when a server coincides with an ADP. Source C occurs when there is more than one server and some of the represented points are closer to one server while others are closer to another server. To investigate aggregation error, they utilized a grid of regular polygons (hexagons, squares, or triangles) over a planar distribution of DPs, and aggregated the total demand in each polygon to its centroid. They then placed servers at regularly spaced points on a lattice. By varying the spacing between servers they were able to vary the number of ADPs assigned to each server. They concluded that aggregation error was larger when few ADPs were assigned to each server. Goodchild (1979) , in a planar setting, studied the problem of aggregating a zone into one ADP so that the average distance to any point in the zone from any arbitrary facility location was equal to the distance to the ADP. He concluded that this is not possible. He then conducted an empirical study using 900 uniformly distributed DPs in the plane by aggregating them into different numbers of ADPs. He also conducted an empirical study of aggregation effects on a network. The primary focus was to study location errors due to aggregation. He compared solutions to resulting problems graphically and concluded that ". . . the effects of aggregation error on median problems are substantial." He also noted that ". . . aggregation tends to produce much more dramatic effects on location than on the values of the objective function." Bach (1981) studied aggregation effects for the discrete PMM, PCM and CLM using data sets for the cities of Dortmund, Kleve and Emmerich, Germany. Using these data sets, Bach studied both location error as well as objective function error by examining several levels of aggregation and different distance measures, e.g., Euclidean distance in the plane, travel time by car on a road network, etc. Bach states, "Thus it is possible to conclude that the level of aggregation exerts a strong influence on the optimal locational patterns as well as on the values of the locational criteria." Similar conclusions were stated for variations in distance measures. Mirchandani and Reilly (1986) studied the problem of approximating distances to points in a region by distance to a single point representing the region. The paper has a good review of pre-1986 literature on aggregation. The authors give an algorithm that partially compensates for the distance error discussed above. Current and Schilling (1987) proposed a method for eliminating error sources A and B, and tested it on real discrete data. Using n = 681 DPs, they solved problems for p = 5, 7, and 10 and with 30 and 70 ADPs. Four different aggregation schemes were used in their experiments. In addition to using {w j D(X,ά i ) : j ∈ N i } for aggregated models, they experimented with using a modified distance matrix as follows. The cost of assigning ADPά i to facility x k was taken to be {w j d(a j , x k ) : j ∈ N i }, when x k =ά i , and {w j d(a j ,ά i ) : j ∈ N i }, when x k =ά i . For any given aggregation scheme, use of the above modified distance matrix eliminated error sources A and B, but C still remained. Letting X * AB be the optimal solution to the aggregated problem using the modified distance matrix, Current and Schilling reported the following results on their test
Error was reduced by using the modified distance, but still remained due to the presence of error source C. Casillas (1987) proposed that error sources A, B and C can result in two types of error: (1) error as a result of wrong server locations (location error) and (2) error associated with an inaccurate objective function value (comparison of f (X * : A) and f (X : A )). He studied aggregation effects using randomly generated planar demand data. The DP data base consisted of 500 points generated using the negative exponential distribution, thus favoring the placement of points near the origin. He then ran experiments using m = 200, 150, 100 and 50 ADPs. For each level of aggregation m, he randomly selected m of the original DPs to be seeds. Then for each seed he created a zone by clustering each non-seed point with its closest seed. Next, the centroid of each of the m zones was chosen as an aggregate point. He then solved a PMM over these m ADPs for p = 1, 2, 4 and 6. He concluded that optimality error (the difference f (X * : A) − f (X : A)) was small for small p, but larger for higher levels of aggregation and larger values of p. Casillas plotted the locations of optimal facilities for some of the problems solved. Ohsawa et al. (1991) considered the continuous min-sum and min-max (1-median, 1-center) problems in one-dimensional space and the effect of aggregating DPs into the midpoints of intervals of equal width. Thus, the authors refer to aggregated data as "rounded data." As the aggregate data points are determined by an origin Z and the specified interval width ω, the authors studied the case when Z is a random variable that is uniformly distributed between −ω/2 and ω/2, and analyze the expected location error E{(X
2 } for each of the models. They concluded that: (1) rounding appears to exert more serious influence on the median problem than on the center problem, and (2) for both models, the circumstance that maximizes cost error minimizes location error.
As discussed in Sects. 2 and 4, Francis and Lowe (1992) developed bounds on the absolute error due to aggregation of demand data. Error bounds were developed for both the PCM and PMM. For each problem, the minimal error bound is obtained by using the least objective function value obtained of a location problem that has the same structure as, but also has more variables than, the original problem. Hodgson and Neuman (1993) proposed a method for eliminating error source C by spatially disaggregating data "as needed" during the solution to a p-median problem. Their method made use of Thiessen (Voronoi) overlay polygons, where every point within a given polygon is closer to that polygon's centroid than the centroid of any other polygon. The disaggregation process was based on membership in a polygon. Their method made use of a geographic information system (GIS) and appears to be computationally intensive. Ballou (1994) studied costing error (f (X : A) − f (X : A ))/f (X : A) for the PMM using U.S. population data with initial DPs being the centroids of 900 3-digit zip code areas. The weights corresponded to population. Transport cost was approximated by using the formula: rate = a + b× (Euclidean distance), with a and b obtained from freight rate tables. The computed rate is multiplied by population to obtain the cost for serving a given DP. Different rate functions were also tested. Ballou examined cost errors by varying m and p. Facilities were located using Cooper's (1967) location/allocation heuristic. He found that his error measure increased as p increased (for fixed m), and that error decreased as m increased. This latter relationship displayed diminishing returns. Computational work indicated that to keep the costing error below one percent, m should be approximately 5 to 10 times p, while if costing errors in the five to ten percent range are acceptable, then m can be 3 to 5 times p. Fotheringham et al. (1995) studied the sensitivity of both the objective function value and optimal locations for the discrete problem to different aggregation schemes for a real data set. They examined different "zone definitions" involving 871 Buffalo, New York census blocks aggregating them into different sized aggregate units. Using p = 10, they considered aggregation into 800, 400, 200, 100, 50 and 25 ADPs. For each aggregation level, they randomly selected m seeds from the 871 original units and then clustered the remaining (871 − m) units to the seeds creating m ADP-regions. The centroid of each ADP-region was then computed and a 10-median problem was solved. At each aggregation level this process was repeated 20 times. The resulting objective function values were then plotted. To measure location error, they first found X * (the optimal solution to the original problem) and arbitrarily indexed the elements of X * as x * 1 , x * 2 , . . . , x * 10 . Then, at a given aggregation level and from each of the 20 solutions, letting X be one of these solutions, they calculated
is the closest member of X to x * i . In this procedure, x [1] is found first and removed from the set of x values, etc. Note this approach amounts to a heuristic solution to a min-cost assignment problem, as discussed in Sect. 2. The 20 G values for a given aggregation level were then plotted. The authors concluded that objective function values did not seem to depend much on the level of aggregation, but the optimal facility locations, i.e., location error, did seem to be quite sensitive to changes in the level of aggregation. considered DP aggregation for the planar PMM with rectilinear distances, and weights normalized (scaled) to total 1. Their approach was to find an aggregation giving a small value of the error bound of Francis and Lowe (1992) . The authors showed that the error bound they studied, while worst-case, is attainable, and gave necessary and sufficient conditions for attainability. They also gave a discussion of various error measures, and an argument, based on work of Geoffrion (1977) , that their error bound was a "natural" error measure to use. The authors considered a collection of row-column aggregations with one ADP per cell. Their approach, which built on work of Hassin and Tamir (1991) , minimized the error bound over a (restricted) class of row-column aggregations. Rows (and columns), need not have equal spacings. Adjusting the number of rows and columns adjusts the total number of ADPs. For problems with real data, the authors found it helped to add an extra "touchup" step of low computational order to obtain a better bound. Their procedure, predominantly of O(n log n), was tested extensively using both randomly generated data and real data. Error bounds, as well as various sample error estimates, were computed. The law of diminishing returns occurred with all the testing; each error measure decreased at a decreasing rate as the number of ADPs increased. Hodgson et al. (1997) studied different types of aggregation error using Edmonton, Canada census data. In addition to error sources A, B and C identified by Hillsman and Rhoda (1978) they also defined and studied source D error, the error introduced by aggregating potential server locations. That is, an error might possibly arise when a potential facility site is not available because it has been aggregated with one or more other potential sites. Computational work was performed on problems of sizes 668 × 668, 158 × 158, 158 × 668, and 668 × 158, where the first entry is m (smaller values are the result of aggregation) while the second entry is the number of potential facility locations. The problem was solved on these data. The authors reported computational estimates of (f (X :
for various values of p. They found that measurement error decreased with p, while location error increased with p. They also studied isolating the various error sources into types A through D. Murray and Gottsegen (1997) studied the stability of facility locations and objective function values for the planar PMM with respect to various levels of demand data aggregation and various aggregation schemes for a fixed level of aggregation. They used U.S. Bureau of Census block group data from the 1990 census for the Buffalo, New York metropolitan area. The original DPs consisted of 913 block groups of elderly citizens totaling 138,515 people with demands for senior services centers. A total of 10 servers were located using the DPs giving f (X * : A). Then f (X : A ) was found for aggregation levels of m = 100, 200, 400 and 800. Furthermore, for each level of aggregation, various clustering methods were used to create the aggregate sets. They found that although the server locations varied quite a bit depending on the level of aggregation and aggregation method used, for a fixed value of m, the corresponding objective function values of the various location sets, when evaluated against the original data, i.e., f (X : A), did not seem to vary that much. Comparing f (X * : A) with f (X : A), they found that more aggregation (smaller m values) produced poorer results. They concluded that ". . .more intelligent and sophisticated methods of aggregating data do appear to be worth the additional effort in terms of reducing error." Andersson et al. (1998) studied DP aggregation methods for network versions of the PMM and PCM. A coarse aggregation structure was first obtained by partitioning the DPs according to a variable-spacing grid imposed over the demand region using "Row-Column" aggregation algorithms of or of Rayco et al. (1997) . A second step located an ADP on each of the subnetworks induced by the cells of the grid; each ADP is either a network 1-median or 1-center, depending on the problem. Optionally, the ADP set initialized an iterative network location-allocation method to find improved ADPs. The concept of a network Voronoi diagram (see Hakimi et al. 1992 ) was used extensively to find closest ADPs to DPs. The network data sets-not aggregated-were computerized maps from the TIGER/Line database of the U.S. Census Bureau. The maps were of large U.S. cities, including Jacksonville, Florida and Chicago, Illinois. Hypothetical DPs were spaced equally along network arcs. In addition to the four sample error measures discussed in Sect. 2, a "relative error bound" eb/f (X : A), an upper bound on the relative error, was considered. Error measures obeyed the law of diminishing returns with increasing numbers of ADPs. For the 5-median problem and the city of Jacksonville with n = 206,761, for example, the sample maximum relative error was at most 1% with at least 500 ADPs. While the aggregations were sensitive to the street network structure, the error estimates were not, and not too sensitive to the value of p. Computed error bounds largely overestimated the sample errors for both models, but the sample errors closely tracked the error bound values. Error estimates based on rectilinear distances were consistently less than the more accurate estimates based on network distances. Overall, the approach worked well for the PMM, while results were mixed for the PCM. Bowerman et al. (1999) proposed a data partitioning method to eliminate sources A, B and C for the PMM. This iterative method essentially combined the approaches developed by Current and Schilling (1987) to eliminate source A and B, and of Hodgson and Neuman (1993) to eliminate source C. The method was tested using network data from the Central Valley of Costa Rica. The disaggregated data set had 2,630 demand nodes along with 731 potential sites for facilities. They tested their method using 209 ADPs with p ranging from 5 to 50. They reported results for error measures 1 and 3 in Table 2 . They found that their method was more effective than that of Current and Schilling (1987) in reducing error but the computation times were higher. Erkut and Bozkaya (1999) provided an excellent review of the pre-1995 literature on aggregation error analysis for the planar problems. In addition to the review, Erkut and Bozkaya asserted that source A-C errors result in three types of PMM output perturbations: (a) location error (see error 10, Table 1 ), (b) cost error, f (X * : A) versus f (X : A ), and (c) optimality error, i.e., f (X * : A) versus f (X : A). They made a case that some of the error analysis reported in the literature was exaggerated because of selection of test data, e.g., using uniformly distributed data as opposed to a data distribution that is more realistic. They also gave "dos" and "don'ts" for spatial aggregation. Zhao and Batta (1999) presented a theoretical analysis of aggregation error for the planar PMM with Euclidean distance and centroid ADPs. They studied both worst-case and average-case error. Among other theoretical results they developed bounds on the total DP error (error measure 4, Table 1) for the 1-median problem evaluated at any point X. They applied their analytical results to housing location data from Buffalo, New York; and Ontario, California. The Buffalo problem involved 5032 housing locations and m = 50 ADPs. In their experiments they measured both total error and optimality error (error measure 3, Table 2 ). The Ontario experiments involved sort of a reverse procedure. They started with 76 zip code areas and then randomly generated n > 76 data points in the zones, measuring the same kind of errors as for the Buffalo problem.
We discuss material in Francis et al. (2000) in Sect. 4. Plastria (2000 Plastria ( , 2001 ) studied aggregation error for the planar problem. The papers are primarily theoretical, and have good literature discussions. He considered various distance measures derived from gauge functions. He made a strong case for aggregating data at the centroid of the data set. An important finding of his is that aggregation error for the 1-median problem goes to zero as the distance between the centroid and the server increases as the server location extends out on a ray originating at the centroid. Plastria (2001) contains some results on computational experiments with a DP set consisting of 2000 randomly generated points in the plane. He measured error sources A and B in his experiments, with m = 400 ADPs and p = 1, 3 and 5.
Zhao and Batta (2000) considered a seldom studied type of aggregation error. Perhaps due to budgeting constraints it may be the case that only a subset of all possible feasible solutions to a location problem may be considered. They studied a problem of this type on a network where demands could be on links of the network and could be discrete or continuous. They found that, by restricting the search for a solution to the nodes of the network, the resulting error associated with this restriction involved only the demands on a single link of the network. Based on this result, they also suggested a "link aggregation" scheme to further reduce the error.
Hodgson (2002) defined data surrogation error for a PMM as the error which occurs when an inappropriate parameter is used to stand in for a target population's demand. An example of this error was illustrated for 25 Canadian cities where general population data is substituted for target data: either small children or else elderly citizens. In a follow-up paper, Hodgson and Hewko (2003) investigated the relative sizes of total DP error (error measure 4, Table 1 ) and surrogation errors using Edmonton, Canada data. In their limited testing, they found that for the data they used, surrogation error was a much more serious problem than was ABC error. The paper also contains a disaggregation technique that is designed to reduce both error types. Francis et al. (2003) presented theory and algorithms for aggregations for the 1-median rectilinear distance problem on the plane. The authors first studied properties of an Aligned Row-Column Aggregation (ARC) algorithm that minimizes-over all aligned row-column aggregations-the maximal absolute error for the 1-median rectilinear distance problem. The Centroid Row-Column (CRC) aggregation then is based on the partitioning defined by the ARC aggregation using the centroids of the sets as the aggregate points. The row-column partitioning is itself determined by solving two contiguous DP aggregation problems on a line. Two algorithms were presented for solving these problems on a line: a bisection search method, and a dynamic programming procedure. While the development of the CRC was based on the 1-median problem, the authors posited that the aggregate sets so obtained can be quite effective for PMM aggregations, for p ≥ 2. In their computational testing they used values of p = 1, 3, 5. They found that the error measures examined with the CRC aggregation could be well-modeled by a power function of the form a/m b , where m is the number of aggregate points, a is a positive constant, and b ≥ 1.
Finally we refer to the work of Har-Peled and Mazumdar (2004) and Har-Peled and Kushal (2007) who studied the existence and construction of small ADP sets for weighted Euclidean p-median problems defined in R k . Their main motivation was to improve on and obtain more efficient approximation algorithms for weighted Euclidean p-median problems.
They use the relative error measure, rel(X), defined in Sect. 2. Specifically, given a weighted set A of n DP's in R k , and a parameter ε, Har-Peled and Mazumdar (2004) prove that there is a weighted set A , A ⊂ A, of size O((p/ε k ) log n), such that for the weighted p-median models, denoted by f (X|A); f (X|A ) respectively, we have
for any subset X of p points in R k . Equivalently, with our terminology, when f (X|A) > 0, rel(X) ≤ ε. They call such a set A an ε-coreset for the p-median problem on A, and show that it can be constructed in time O(n + poly(p, log n, 1/ε)), where poly(·) is a polynomial.
Har-Peled and Kushal (2007) improved the above result and showed that one can construct a coreset whose size is independent of n, the size of A. In particular, they construct an ε-coreset A for the weighted Euclidean p-median problem of size O(p 2 /ε k ). However, the coreset A that they construct is not necessarily a subset of A.
We note that with the above results, if we let X * and X denote optimal solutions for f (X|A) and f (X|A ), respectively, then one can show that
3.2 Center and cover problems Daskin et al. (1989) studied aggregation error for discrete planar maximum covering problems. Using n = 355 DPs representing demand areas in the U.S., they measured three error types with three different aggregation schemes. In their experiments, they aggregated both DPs as well as candidate facility site nodes. For each aggregation scheme, they measured a value they call "optimality error" a number computed using (a) the optimal objective value of the model using all 355 DPs, and (b) facility locations determined via an aggregated model but evaluated using all DPs, i.e., error measure 3 in Table 2 . A second error measure which they called "coverage error" used (b) above in comparison with the objective value of the aggregated problem, i.e., error measure 1 in Table 2 . Also they measured location error using a rather interesting definition of this metric. To measure location error, for each aggregate candidate siteά i they identified the set of DPs that are closest toά i . Then after solving both the aggregated and disaggregated versions of the problem they measured location error as follows. If a node is chosen in the disaggregated solution and if it is associated withά i chosen in the aggregated solution, then no location error occurs. However, ifά i is not chosen in the aggregated solution, then a location error has occurred. They found that the percentage of location error tended to decrease as m increased. They also found that location error exceeded both optimality error and coverage error for all of the problems examined. From this observation, they "qualitatively confirmed" Goodchild's finding that "aggregation has a greater effect on location decisions than on the values of the objective function". For planar problems, Current and Schilling (1990) defined CLM counterparts to the Hillsman and Rhoda (HR) source A, B and C errors. They also presented three aggregation rules, which when applied during the data aggregation process, will reduce these errors. The analogue of the HR source A error applied to the covering problem is that once an aggregated problem is formulated and solved, an original DP may be reported as covered (because its ADP is covered), when in actuality it is not. Also, it may be that the original DP is covered, but the aggregate model indicates that it is not. Current and Schilling noted that there is no analogue of error source C in the covering problem. Their three aggregation rules were tested using an n = 681 node data set representing Baltimore City, Maryland. They found that their aggregation rules were effective in reducing problem size as well as aggregation error. considered aggregation schemes for the unweighted PCM in the plane with rectilinear distances. They noted that the error bound function for the PCM developed by Francis and Lowe (1992) might be difficult to minimize when the number of aggregate points is large. Thus they developed an over-approximation to the error bound function and studied its behavior. They also developed a lower bound for the minimal value of this error bound and gave necessary and sufficient conditions for the lower bound to be attained. They then gave a constructive aggregation algorithm that attains the lower bound asymptotically as the number of ADPs increases. Their results parallel the results derived by Zemel (1985) for Euclidean distance PCMs and PMMs. However, Zemel did not focus on the implications of the results for designing good aggregation schemes. Rayco et al. (1999) presented an aggregation algorithm for the rectilinear distance PCM. The aggregate set identified imposed a grid structure on the plane. The cells comprising the grid structure were diamond-shaped and all of the same user-specified dimensions. The positioning of the grid was determined by minimizing an upper bound eb on the objective function error, where |f (X : A ) − f (X : A)| ≤ eb, for all X. Minimizing this error bound was shown to decompose into 1-center problems on cycles. In their computational testing, the authors applied the algorithm to computer-generated data sets, as well as a real-world data set instance; they found a decreasing rate of improvement in the error measures as the number of ADPs increased.
In a study of access to health services, Fortney et al. (2000) examined metrics related to both center and covering objectives for planar data from the state of Arkansas. They studied aggregation of location data for 435 patients in need of care as well as aggregation of over 4000 health care provider locations. Since all data was available beforehand, no optimization was involved. Aggregation was done at the zip code level with centroids taken as locations. Results of coverage using aggregate data were then compared with coverage using street address encoding. They found that for the center-type objectives (called accessibility in their paper), when compared with zip code aggregation, a large increase in accuracy can be obtained by using a GIS to encode both patient and provider locations at the street level. For the covering type objective (called availability) they found the street level geocoding did not provide substantial accuracy. Francis et al. (2004a) considered aggregation issues for location problems that involve nearest distances of DPs to servers where these distances are in the objective function as well as in a set of constraints. They used and extended error bound results developed by Francis et al. (2000) for the constrained problems to be able to analyze the effect of aggregation on the problem constraints. The paper made use of penalty functions as a method for collapsing the constraints into the objective function. An application of the method was illustrated via the CLM. (See Sect. 4 for more details.)
Finally we refer to the work by , ), and Har-Peled (2004a , 2004b and Agarwal et al. (2005) , who studied the existence and construction of small ADP sets for unweighted Euclidean p-center problems defined in R k . Using our terminology, they use the relative error measure, defined in Sect. 2. Specifically, given a set A of n DPs in R k , and a parameter ε, they prove that there is a set A , A ⊂ They call such a set A an additive ε-coreset for the p-center problem on A, and show that it can be constructed in time O(n + p/ε k ). (It should be pointed out that the additive ε-coreset that they define is more general. We use a simplified version sufficient for our presentation and discussion.)
Other related work, and literature conclusions
In this section we discuss a few papers that do not fit into our classification scheme. Also we draw some conclusions from our study of the literature. Webber (1980) considered a spatial interaction model, which expressed the idea that the proportion of flows p ij from origin i to destination j depends on the attractiveness of j , typically measured as the "size" m j of j , and some function of the distance d ij between i and j : m γ j f (d ij ), where γ is a parameter reflecting the significance of the size of the destination as an attractive force. The author argued that the use in spatial interaction models of parameter estimates that are derived using the assumption that all individuals in a zone are located at the center of the zone is flawed. He indicated that computations that consider interzonal distance to the distance between the zone centers give rise to biased estimators. Instead, Webber used maximum likelihood methodology to propose the use of estimators that eliminate such bias. Rodriguez-Bachiller (1983) looked into errors introduced with the use of intercentroid distances for measuring separation between discrete zones, especially for spatial models involving a power or exponential function of distance. He proposed an error-correcting approach which utilized the following formula:
is the average distance between all the points in zone i(j ) to its centroid, and d ij is the intercentroid distance between zones i and j . Modifications to this transformation formula depending on whether the underlying network of interest exhibited low connectivity or contained so-called "privileged" links were also provided. The error correction transformation proposed was tested on one particular urban area, using three levels of aggregation (119, 29, and 4 zones), and reduction in the distortion was reported. Rodriguez-Bachiller characterized his approach as "purely intuitive." Rushton (1989) focused on the degree to which locational complexity and geographical complexity in a location model influence solution quality. The former refers to the identification and evaluation of a large number of potential locations; the latter refers to the representation of the geography of an area. The level of spatial aggregation employed in a model falls within the latter concern. In particular, Rushton considered the effect of employing discrete structures to represent continuously distributed data. He questioned Goodchild's (1979) statement that "aggregation tends to produce much more dramatic effects on location than on the values of the objective function," and asserted that optimal locations are sensitive at some level of data aggregation. He identified three ways to avoid error due to aggregation, namely, (1) data disaggregation, (2) the removal of Type A and B errors (as outlined by Current and Schilling 1987) , and (3) modeling and solving the problem in continuous space. Still, these suggestions do not come with clear cut methodologies, as for instance, the disadvantages of having large data sets with disaggregated data remain. Other geographical representation issues Rushton analyzed were the representation of distance measures, the effect of representing boundaries to solution quality and the accuracy of modeling interaction patterns. In the end, Rushton argued for more explicit attention to the tradeoffs in the level of detail employed for capturing complexity-locational and geographical-in location problems. Drezner (1995b) and Drezner and Drezner (1997) , consider a market share location problem for a single server. There are competitors with known locations competing for market share, and demand points providing the market. While the approach is not demand point aggregation, it is related to it. It is assumed effectively that there are an infinite number of DPs, so that the original (continuous) model, say f (X), is one involving integrals (instead of sums) and the location X of a single server. The continuous model is compared to a discrete one involving sums, say f (X). The discrete model is constructed using what amounts to DP aggregation to obtain a finite number of ADPs. The authors compare graphs of surfaces of f (X) and f (X), and find f (X) has local optima that f (X) does not have. With the discrete model they also consider location error graphically, and find as well that "calculation of market share is inaccurate when two facilities are located close to one another and one is located near a (aggregate) DP whereas the other is not." Thus errors similar to Type A/B errors for the PMM can occur. All the computational experience is for the case when the DPs are uniformly distributed over a given planar set of known area. Also for this uniform case, the authors reduce A/B errors by using a modified distance measure in f (X) based on a "distance correction" approach. considered solving a single facility planar location problem, with one-dimensional barriers to travel. The motivating problem was to locate a facility in a city divided by a river spanned by bridges. Travel from one side of the city to the other was thus by a bridge that yielded a shortest travel distance among all the bridges. The river represented a barrier to travel that could be "penetrated" at the bridge points. The bridges effected a simplification of the problem of computing the average travel distance between a point on one side of a river and any subregion on the opposite river side. Connections were made to a substantial literature involving the use of integrals to compute average travel distances between regions of various shapes, and there was a good literature discussion. The use of integrals can be viewed as a sort of DP aggregation. There was no computational experience, and no aggregation error measure was used. One integral was evaluated to illustrate the average travel distance idea assuming uniformly distributed DPs. considered a planar region with DPs for which a PMM is to be solved. They assumed the region was partitioned in some way into N ∧ subregions. Assuming a DP density function was given and making an independence assumption, they computed the average distance between each pair of subregions using an integral. They then constructed a network with N ∧ nodes, where the length of arc (i, j ) was the average distance between subregions i and j . Each node i representing a subregion of positive area had a self-loop representing the average distance between any two points in the subregion. They then used the network information to construct an uncapacitated facility network location model to represent an aggregated approximation to the original PMM for the planar region. One numerical example was given of a network with 5 nodes assuming uniformly distributed DPs and rectilinear distances. The resulting uncapacitated facility location model was solved by complete enumeration for p = 2. One facility location, instead of being found, was localized to a subregion. There was no computational experimentation, and no error measure was reported.
We draw the following conclusions from our literature survey:
1. There is much more aggregation literature for median than for center, covering and other models; 2. The work of Hillsman and Rhoda is widely recognized and influential; in particular, self-canceling error is a helpful concept for models with additive structure; 3. Justifying theory for using centroids as ADPs is limited to median models; 4. Aggregation error bounds can be useful, particularly for center and covering models; 5. Location modelers should be aware of the law of diminishing returns for aggregation error; 6. Although there are clear tradeoffs in doing aggregation, there are no analytical models for addressing them; 7. There is little average-case analysis of aggregation error; 8. Progress is definitely being made in understanding aggregation error; 9. DP data for aggregation algorithm testing is often computer-generated instead of being real data; 10. Sometimes the number of DPs used in testing aggregation methods is so small that aggregation is not really necessary, although this can depend on the computational state of the art at the time the work was done; 11. There appears to be little or no theoretical basis for the sometimes implicit assumption that conclusions for aggregation of "small" problems scale up to similar conclusions for "large" problems; 12. The variety of findings for location error, and the use of heuristics to compute X * and X , support statements in Sect. 2 that this error is difficult to deal with; 13. Aggregation error measures used vary greatly, and there is no agreement on how to measure error; hence it is pointless to ask which aggregation algorithm is best, since "best" is not defined.
ADP-DP distances, SAND functions and aggregation error bounds, constraint aggregation, big problems versus small ones
This section deals with specific aggregation concepts in more detail. In Sect. 4.1 we point out worst-case failings of some aggregation error measures and suggest a repair based on ADP-DP distance bounds. In Sect. 4.2 we consider the prevalent case when the real-valued costing function g with domain R n + has special structure. We say that g is subadditive (SA) if for every U, V ∈ R n + , we have g(U + V ) ≤ g(U ) + g(V ). We say that g is nondecreasing (ND) if for every U, V ∈ R n + with U ≤ V we have g(U ) ≤ g(V ). We say that g is SAND if it is both subadditive and nondecreasing. When g is SAND, there are easily computed error bounds, as well as a Lipschitz-like property for the location function f (X : A) (with possible implications for location error) that we believe to be new. In Sect. 4.3 we consider aggregation for constraints of location models, concentrating on the CLM. In Sect. 4.4 we Table 5 Example of aggregation and aggregation errors for unweighted planar 2-median X = {(0, 4), (0, 2)} using closest rectilinear distances, with
ae(X) = 3 discuss DP aggregation for PCMs and CLMs where big models are not like small ones, thus raising the question of the validity of drawing conclusions about aggregation for large models based on the study of aggregation for small ones. Table 5 presents a small aggregation example. The example serves to illustrate some basic aggregation ideas, as well as worst-case limitations of some aggregation error measures. There are five DPs, N = {1, . . . , 5}; N 1 = {1, 2}, N 2 = {3, 4, 5} is the partition of N defining the aggregation. DPs are aggregated into two ADPsά 1 andά 2 , as shown; each ADP is a closest one to its DP. For the given X, closest distances D(X, a j ) and D(X, a j ) are also shown. Since the example model is unweighted, e j (X) = D(X, a j ) − D(X, a j ) for j ∈ N , so abc 1 (X) = e 1 (X) + e 2 (X) = −1, abc 2 (X) = e 3 (X) + e 4 (X) + e 5 (X) = −2. Distance difference errors are identical to DP errors, and are all nearly zero. Total DP error e(X) is also nearly zero so absolute error is nearly zero, as are the ABC errors. We have rel(X) = |f (X) − f (X)|/f (X) = 3/(5r + 3), which is small for large r. Other choices of 2-medians placed on the y-axis would lead to similar conclusions. Note the value of r is arbitrary, so that (last column) the ADPs can be arbitrarily far from the DPs. Hence the error measures of the last paragraph, which have small values, are misleading for this X. This example demonstrates that local error measures may be misleading, and that we really need the error measures to be nearly zero for all X. This need for all the error measures to be small will lead (below) to a relationship between the ADP-DP distance error measures and the others in Table 5 .
Error measure comparisons
If we use Table 5 to illustrate the unweighted 2-center model, then f (X : A) = max{D(X, a j ) : j ∈ N } = r + 1, f (X : A ) = r, ae(X) = 1, and rel(X) = 1/(r + 1) which is small for large r. Except for the error bound measure, eb = 2r + 1, the error measures that are defined for this model are unreliable for the given X.
The above example is a small one, but it is possible to construct examples with many DPs where the error measures still fail in a similar manner.
The following observation is a basis for finding an aggregation criterion that holds for all X.
ADP-DP distance bounds
(a) For any DP a j and its ADP a j , j ∈ N , and any p-server X ⊂ S, the ADP-DP distance differences satisfy
Part (a) above is presented in Francis and Lowe (1992) , and is due to the triangle inequality for distances. Part (b) follows from part (a) and the following:
ADP-DP observation If a j ∈ X and is the closest point in X to a j , or a j ∈ X and is the closest point in X to a j , then |D(X,
Let ε be any small positive number. We now relate ADP-DP distances to distance difference errors.
ADP-DP distance bound claim For any ε > 0, the following are equivalent:
Proof The following are all clearly equivalent:
The above claim leads to a rationale to consider ADP-DP distances when doing aggregation; having them all small guarantees that other error measurements are also small for all X. Note, since max{d(a j , a j ) : j ∈ N } ≤ ε, the smallest that ε can be for the given ADPs is max{d(a j , a j ) : j ∈ N }.
ADP-DP error measure guarantee Consider the PMM, and let
6) eb = W ε is a valid error bound.
The conclusion we draw from the example of Table 5 , and the above guarantee, is that if we keep all ADP-DP distances small in doing a PMM aggregation then other aggregation measures will also be small. If we do not, then Table 5 illustrates that other aggregation measures can be small but we can have a bad aggregation. In effect, if we omit from our set of aggregation error measures the condition that all ADP-DP distances are small, then the remaining error measures (2 through 8 of Table 1 ) can be incomplete and unreliable.
A similar observation and guarantee apply to the PCM, f (X : A) = max{w j D(X, a j ) : j ∈ N }. Define W max = max{w j : j ∈ N }. To obtain the observation from the one above, replace W by W max in items (4) through (6) above; omit items (2) and (3) (which do not apply).
SAND costing functions, error bounds, location error, and the Lipschitz condition
The topic of using ADP-DP distances for aggregation evaluation is closely related to aggregation error bounds. These bounds avoid the limitations of some aggregation error measures by using ADP-DP distances to define the error bounds, thus implicitly using the ADP-DP distance aggregation error measure. They also incorporate the model cost structure. It is worth considering these error bounds since the bounds are useful, easy to compute, and apply to a large class of models (see Francis et al. 2000 Francis et al. , 2004a Francis et al. , 2004c . The error bounds lead naturally to aggregation algorithms and have been found to be computationally useful for PMMs , PCMs (Rayco et al. 1997 ), and CLMs (Emir-Farinas and Francis 2005 .
Our location model of interest is given by f (X : (X, a j ) ) ∈ R n + the n-vector of closest distances, and g a costing function. From Sect. 1, taking g to be the sum-function or the max-function gives the PMM or PCM respectively. Each of these g functions is an instance of a larger class of SAND functions considered. These SAND costing functions provide a unifying aggregation theory as well as a sort of Lipschitz condition relating location error (X , X * ) and optimality error |f (X : A) − f (X * : A)|. Carrizosa et al. (2000) studied a model related to the one we discuss. They consider only single-facility models. They assume g is nondecreasing and quasiconcave. Their work, like ours, involves using approximating distance functions, but these are defined by general gauges. Also their work, like ours, involves Lipschitz conditions, which we consider in more detail in the Appendix. There is a substantial location literature involving Lipschitz costing functions, for a review see Hansen et al. (1995) ; for specific uses see Plastria (1992) and Romero-Morales et al. (1997) .
Let g be a real-valued function defined on R n + . We assume that g is SAND. It is known that g being SAND implies 0 ≤ g(U ) for all U ∈ R n + . Often it is also reasonable to assume g(0) = 0, giving f (X : A) = 0 if D(X, A) = 0. If g is SAND with g(0) = 0 and g(U ) > 0 for every nonzero U ∈ R n + , we say that g is super-SAND, and write g is SSAND. The max function and the sum function are SSAND.
Basic SAND inequalities Suppose g is SAND, with domain
) using the ND and SA properties in turn. Thus |g(
We now use the fact that closest-distances satisfy several triangle inequalities (Zemel 1985; Francis and Lowe 1992) and the SAND inequalities, to get several useful bounds.
Closest-distance DP triangle inequalities Given the DPs a j and ADPs a j , j ∈ N , define the vector of ADP-DP distances δ(
Basic SAND error bound Applying the basic SAND inequalities to the above triangle inequalities, with eb ≡ g(δ(A , A) ), gives |g(D (X, A ) 
For examples of error bounds when either g(U ) = w 1 u 1 + · · · + w n u n or g(U ) = max{w 1 u 1 , . . . , w n u n }, we have either eb = w 1 d(a 1 , a 1 ) + · · · + w n d(a n , a n ) or eb = max{w 1 d(a 1 , a 1 ) , . . . , w n d(a n , a n )}, giving error bounds for either the PMM or PCM respectively. For the 2-median example of Table 5 with all w j = 1, eb = 10r + 3 which is large if r is large. If r = 0, then eb = 3 = ae(X), illustrating the error bound can be tight. For the related 2-center example also based on the data of Table 5 , f (X : A) = r + 1, f (X : A ) = r, ae(X) = 1, eb = 2r + 1 and suggests a bad aggregation. If r = 0 then ae(X) = eb, so the error bound is tight. Note the error bound g(δ (A , A) ) is necessarily worst-case, since it is valid for all X ⊂ S. The PCM error bound does not capture the self-canceling error concept that occurs with additive models like the PMM. When g is SSAND it is known that g(δ (A , A) ) defines a distance on the set of all possible pairs of n-tuples of DPs.
There are several costing functions g determined to be SAND (Francis et al. 2000) , which include many others as special cases. The convex ordered median costing function discussed below unifies the PMM, PCM, p-centrum and p-centdian location models. This function was introduced independently by Nickel and Puerto (1999) , Rodriguez-Chia et al. (2000) , and Puerto and Fernandez (2000) . A second instance of g of interest is the p-norm costing function (Francis et al. 2000) studied by Shier and Dearing (1983) and Zemel (1985) . We consider these two functions after stating the following property.
Basic SAND scaling property Suppose g is SAND with domain R n + , and B is any n × n matrix with all nonnegative entries. Then the function g B (U ) ≡ g(BU ) with domain R n + is SAND.
The property gives an easy way to build weights into a SAND costing function. For example, suppose B = (b ij ) is a diagonal weight matrix, defined as a diagonal matrix with
(1/p) is also SAND. Hence the p-norm location model g B (D(X, A) ) is a SAND location model. Now consider the convex ordered median model. Given any U ∈ R n + , denote its components in decreasing order by u [1] [n] . Let λ 1 ≥ · · · ≥ λ n ≥ 0 be any sequence of real constants. The function g(U ) = j =1,...,n λ j u [j ] is known to be a SAND function with domain R n + . Suppose again B is a diagonal weight matrix, and we modify g to obtain g B . Then g B (D(X : A)) is a SAND location model. If λ 1 = 1 and λ j = 0 otherwise, the result is the weighted PCM. If λ j = 1 for all j ∈ N , the result is the weighted PMM. If λ 1 = 1 and λ j = α otherwise for some α with 0 < α < 1, we get the p-centdian model. The case λ 1 = · · · = λ k = 1 and λ j = 0 otherwise gives the k-centrum model.
Consider now a Lipschitz-like result for the SAND location function. Francis and Lowe (1992) prove the following result.
Closest-distance and min-max distance p-server triangle inequalities Let e be the nvector of ones, and A the DP vector. With the definition of (X, Y ) from Sect. 2, for any two p-servers X and Y ⊂ S we have
Applying the basic SAND inequalities to (1) and (2), we obtain the following:
Lipschitz-like bound For any two p-servers X and Y ⊂ S we have
If g(0) = 0 we note the bound is tight with X = Y .
We remark that the bound also applies to the approximating model f (X : A ).
Using the Lipschitz-like bound, we conclude that |f (X :
* )e), thus obtaining a new relationship between absolute optimality error and location error. If an aggregation algorithm can compute X satisfying (X , X * ) ≤ r, then we conclude (since g is ND) that |f (X : A) − f (X * : A)| ≤ g(re). For our purposes, an actual Lipschitz inequality is of the form |f (X :
for some positive Lipschitz constant L, and holds for all p-servers X and Y . Consider now some conditions on the function g for which we obtain this inequality or something quite similar.
Comment
(a) If g is also convex, then (Rockafellar 1970, Thm. 4.7) it is known to be positively homogeneous of degree 1.
This means g( (X, Y )e) ≤ (X, Y )g(e)
, which gives the Lipschitz condition with Lipschitz constant L = g(e). (b) If g is SAND and also positively homogeneous of degree t, t ≥ 1 (Rockafellar 1970 p. 135 
), then g( (X, Y )e) ≤ ( (X, Y )) t g(e).
We next note that if g is SSAND then the function g( (X, Y )e) can be interpreted as a distance.
Lipschitz bound distance property For any two p-servers X and Y ⊂ S, define β(X, Y ) = g( (X, Y )e). If g is SSAND, then β(X, Y )
is a distance defined on the set of all pairs of p-servers.
Examples with β(X, Y ) = L (X, Y )
for some Lipschitz constant L For each example, g is homogeneous of degree 1.
(1) g B is the p-norm costing function with diagonal weight matrix B for p ≥ 1: we have 
Constraint aggregation
Aggregation can occur in constraints (Francis et al. 2004a (Francis et al. , 2004b , instead of the objective. For example, consider the CLM with n constraints whose aggregation was illustrated in Sect. 1. If only m of the ADPs in the aggregated CLM are distinct, then n − m of the aggregated CLM constraints are redundant, and may be deleted as in the example of Sect. 1 or as shown in Table 6 . Let us now develop a basic error bound idea for constraints. Generally, we have location constraints of the form f j (X) ≤ r j , j ∈ N, X ⊂ S. Suppose each function f j (X) is replaced by some approximating function, say f j (X), giving non-distinct constraints for the aggregated model of f j (X) ≤ r j , j ∈ N, X ⊂ S. If we now define functions f (X) and
the constraints for the two models are equivalent to f (X) ≤ 1 and f (X) ≤ 1 respectively. Hence we can view f (X) as an aggregated version of the function f (X), and apply whatever function error measures are of interest. It is known (Francis et al. 2004a) , for example, that if f j (X) and f j (X) have error bound b j (= d(a j , a j ) for the CLM) for j ∈ N , then f (X) and f (X) have the (unitless) error bound eb = max{b j /r j : j ∈ N }. For the CLM, the resulting error bound is identical in form to that for the PCM; hence aggregation methods providing small PCM error bounds also can provide small CLM error bounds, and vice-versa. Note also, since the constraints of the CLM may be written as f (X : A) ≡ max{(1/r j )D(X, a j ) : j ∈ N } ≤ 1, that a Lipschitz bound applies to this function f .
When f (X) and f (X) are any original and aggregated functions with some error bound eb, it follows directly that f (X)
Thus the constraint f (X) ≤ 1 − eb gives a restriction of the original constraint, while f (X) ≤ 1 + eb gives a relaxation. Each can be easier to deal with than the original constraint and may be used to compute lower and upper bounds on the optimal objective function value of the original model. Supposing eb 1 (which is clearly desirable), feasibility conclusions about one model thus allow us to draw feasibility or "near-feasibility" conclusions about the other model.
Following Francis et al. (2004c) , Table 6 illustrates the use of error bounds as discussed to obtain relaxations and restrictions of the aggregated CLM that are also relaxations and restrictions of the original model. We can aggregate the individual constraints I (see Table 6 ), or deal with the combined constraints II. There is a resulting interesting modeling insight: Even though I and II give equivalent formulations of the original CLM, I gives at least as tight a relaxation and at least as tight a restriction as II. This is because we have r j + δ j ≤ r j (1 + eb), r j (1 − eb) ≤ r j − δ j , for all j ∈ N . This insight is very much in the same spirit as that of Cornuejols et al. (1977) for alternative formulations of the PMM as a mathematical program. Francis et al. (2004c) used approach I of Table 6 . They solved to optimality a CLM with almost 70,000 original CLM constraints by solving several aggregated CLMs each with less than 1,000 covering constraints. Their computational experience was usually that the minimal objective function value of the original model was underestimated when solving the approximating model without enough ADPs, which is consistent with the discussion in Sect. 1. For a successful use of this aggregation approach to a CLM application see Dekle et al. (2005) .
The error bound max{w j d(a j , a j ) : j ∈ N } for the PCM and CLM for some choice of the w j including w j = 1/r j is quite robust. It applies to an obnoxious facility location model (Francis et al. 2000; Erkut and Neuman 1989) and, when doubled, to a p-center hub location model (Gavriliouk 2003; Ernst et al. 2002a Ernst et al. , 2002b . It also occurs in the ADP-DP Distance Bound Claim and in a penalty function approach we next consider.
Emir-Farinas and considered maximum violation error for the CLM, a special type of constraint penalty function. For constraint j, D(X, a j ) ≤ r j , (D(X, a j ) − r j ) + ≡ max{D(X, a j ) − r j , 0} is the amount by which the constraint is violated, and can be scaled by dividing by r j . Let mve(X) = max{(D(X, a j ) − r j )
+ /r j : j ∈ N } denote the maximum (scaled) constraint violations for the original and aggregated CLMs. Each of the penalty functions, mve(X) and mve (X), is always nonnegative and is zero if and only if X is feasible to the underlying problem. Ideally, we want each error measure to be zero if and only if the other is zero. More realistically, if one measure is zero we guarantee the other is small by having a small error bound on the quantity |mve (X) − mve(X)|. We summarize this discussion in column 2 of Table 7 . The result of Emir-Farinas and Francis appears in the last row of column 2 of Table 7 . 
Emir-Farinas and presented several algorithms for aggregating DPs for CLMs assuming rectilinear distances. They considered four different infeasibility measures, including maximum violation error and related average violation error. They found both theoretically and computationally that the choice of an infeasibility measure had a quite substantial effect on the best choice of an aggregation method. Their algorithms exploit CLM structure and allow the user to control the aggregation error by specifying a maximum allowable error bound value as an input to the algorithm. Their computational experience indicated that the error bound was a good surrogate for the maximum absolute error.
Following Francis et al. (2004a) , consider a generalization of the CLM and of the above penalty approach to constraint aggregation. Denote the original constrained location model as follows: (Pr orig ) : min f 0 (X) s. to F (X) ≤ e, X ⊂ S. Here e is a vector of ones, each entry f j (X) in F (X) ∈ R n + is SAND with n ≡ |N |. The functions f j (X) are distinct. The model is in standard form, in the sense that any constraint of the form c j (X) ≤ r j with c j (X) a SAND function, is rewritten equivalently as f j (X) = (1/r j )c j (X) ≤ 1. Column 3 of Table 7 illustrates how to extend the penalty function approach of Emir-Farinas and Francis to the more general context of any SAND constraints and any SSAND function g, including the max-function and the sum-function. Results in column 2 are a special case of those in column 3. The principal conclusion from Table 7 is in the bottom row of column 3. Note, if X is feasible to the aggregation of (Pr orig ), then |g(P (X, F )) − g(P (X, F ))| ≤ ceb becomes g(P (X, F )) ≤ ceb thus giving a bound on how "infeasible" X can be to (Pr orig ).
There is a direct generalization of this penalty approach if the SAND objective function f 0 (X) is also replaced by some approximating SAND objective function f 0 (X) and each penalty function pen(X, f j ) is multiplied by some appropriate positive weighting constant k j .
4.4 Big aggregation problems may not be like small ones DP aggregation may be needed only when there are many DPs. While we may obtain insight by aggregating small models, as Table 5 illustrates, there is some evidence that big aggregation models may not be like small ones. For some large aggregation models we can obtain simple closed-form "square root" formulas for minimal aggregation error bound values, whereas this has not been the case for small models. This finding necessarily raises substantial questions about the validity of extrapolating from aggregation analysis of small models to analysis of big models. Frieze (1980) , Marchetti-Spaccamela and Talamo (1983) and Zemel (1985) considered the case when the n DPs are uniform and iid random variables distributed on some planar set T of area a. The set T must satisfy a (weak) boundary regularity condition. These authors studied the PMM with each weight 1/n and/or the unweighted PCM with Euclidean distances. Given some rather technical assumptions, they derived asymptotically accurate (for large values of p and n) "square root" approximation formulas of the form c √ (a/p) for the model minimal objective function values. The formulas are based on tiling T with p regular hexagons. The constant c is given by c = 0.3772 and c = 0.6204 for the PMM and PCM respectively. For the rectilinear distance unweighted PCM, derived an approximating minimal objective function value of c √ (a/p) with c = 0.7071. Again the set T must satisfy a weak boundary regularity condition (different from Zemel's). This value is asymptotically accurate as p and n increase and is a valid upper bound on the actual minimal objective function value even for smaller p values. It does not require DPs to be modeled as uniform iid random variables but substitutes instead the assumption that every point in T is a DP. The authors observed, since the error bound for a PCM with m ADPs is an m-center model, that 0.7071 √ (a/m) gives an approximate value for the error bound. The formula is based on tiling T with m "diamonds" (squares rotated 45-degrees relative to the axes). Francis et al. (2004b) used the square root formulas for aggregation error bound analysis of a family of both the PCM and CLM that decompose in a natural way into smaller "separate community" models. They also provide computational evidence, assuming rectilinear distance, that the formula is a good approximation to the error bound value for an aggregation algorithm presented by Emir-Farinas and Francis (2005) for m ≥ 900 (and overestimates it for smaller m). It is critically important in using the square root formula to have an accurate estimate of the set T and its area a. For a DP set with about n = 70,000 from Palm Beach County, Florida, their best choice of the area a of the set T was about 31% of the land area of the entire county. Major portions of the county have no DPs, and must be excluded from consideration to obtain an accurate estimate. This exclusion can be viewed as beginning with a DP data set where the DPs are far from being uniformly distributed. Then the data set is reformulated to one where the uniform approximation is reasonable, thus improving the accuracy of the approximating model. If no such exclusion is made, then what one obtains is likely to be an overestimate of the error bound.
How many ADPs are enough? The square root formulas imply that the foregoing question is meaningless, since we must know not only m but also the area a in order to use the formulas. Even if we know both a and m, the aggregation tradeoffs discussed in Sect. 2 should be carefully considered in order to provide a reasoned response to the question. If instead, we can answer the question "How much error is acceptable?" then the square root formulas can answer the original question. Given a and an acceptable error (bound) value of e a , then the inequality e a ≥ c √ (a/m) gives m ≥ ((c/e a ) 2 a) , where Z is the smallest integer greater than or equal to Z.
The square root formulas provide some theoretical basis for the law of diminishing returns for DP aggregation for a class of PCMs and CLMs: DP aggregation error decreases at a decreasing rate as the number of ADPs increases. While the formulas are only approximate, using them may be better than relying on professional judgment.
Unfortunately the law of diminishing returns for error bounds as the number of ADPS m increases does not always hold. See Francis et al. (2002a) for details for the PCM and PMM.
Appendix: Lipschitz conditions, SAND, and convexity
We need some general definitions.
Let g be a real function defined on some nonempty set S ⊂ R n . We say that g is positively homogeneous (homogeneous of degree 1) if for any U ∈ S, and a nonnegative r, such that rU ∈ S, g(rU ) = rg(U ). g is subhomogeneous if for any U ∈ S, and a nonnegative r, such that rU ∈ S, g(rU ) ≤ rg(U ). g is quasi-homogeneous if for any U ∈ S, and a real r ≥ 1, such that rU ∈ S, g(rU ) ≤ rg(U ). g is Lipschitzian relative to S if there exists a finite constant L such that |g(U ) − g(V )| ≤ L U − V for any U, V ∈ S. ( U − V is the Euclidean norm.) In this paper we apply the above only in the case when S = R n + . The following is a basic result directly derived from the Mean Value Theorem.
Theorem 1 Suppose that S is compact and g is differentiable on S. If the gradient of g is uniformly bounded on S, then g is Lipschitzian.
Consider the location model f (X : A) = g(D (X, A) The above Lipschitzian result is quite general and does not depend on any subadditivity or homogeneity properties of the costing function g. However, when we consider general SAND costing functions, differentiability is no longer guaranteed. For example, the center costing objective function g(U ) = max{u 1 , . . . u n } is not differentiable. Nevertheless, this convex function is Lipschitzian with L = 1 on R n + . More generally, Theorems 10.4 and 24.7 in Rockafellar (1970) ensure that if g is a finite and convex function and S is a compact set in the relative interior of the domain of g, then g is Lipschitzian. In particular, the convex ordered median and the p-norm costing functions are Lipschitzian. Note that these functions are positively homogeneous, and by Theorem 1.4.7 of Rosenbaum (1950) and Theorem 4.7 of Rockafellar (1970) , every homogeneous subadditive function is convex. (In fact, a necessary and sufficient condition that a finite convex function is subadditive is that it is quasi-homogeneous, Theorem 1.4.6 in Rosenbaum 1950) .
Focusing on Lipschitz conditions of SAND functions, the remaining question is whether all SAND functions are Lipschitzian on compact domains. The answer is no. Let g be defined on the real line by g(u) = 1 if u < 1, and g(u) = 2 if u ≥ 1. Then g is SAND but it is not Lipschitzian since it is not continuous at u = 1. (If we omit the requirement that g is ND and assume that it is only SA, such a function may even be everywhere discontinuous, as illustrated by the following Example 1.1.8 from Rosenbaum 1950: let g be defined on the real line, by g(u) = 0 if u is rational, and g(u) = 1 otherwise.)
Finally, we note the following set of conditions ensure a Lipschitz property on the location model f (X : A) = g(D (X, A) ), without assuming explicitly that g is convex or differentiable.
Suppose that g is SAND. As in Sect. 4.2 (Lipschitz-Like-Bound), we obtain |f (X :
, where e = (1, . . . , 1) ∈ R n + . If we further assume that the SAND function g is subhomogenous of degree 1 along the direction e = (1, . . . , 1) (i.e., for any nonnegative r, such that re ∈ S, g(re) ≤ rg(e)) we get the Lipschitzian inequality |f (X :
